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Evidence from the Minister for 

Europe—the European Council and 

the United Kingdom Presidency  

1. It has been the Committee’s practice in recent years1 to hear evidence from 
the Minister for Europe after each European Council and from the 
Ambassador or another representative of each Presidency country. 

2. With the United Kingdom assuming the Presidency of the European Union 
on 1 July 2005, the Committee decided to hold a single session with the new 
Minister for Europe, Mr Douglas Alexander, to hear evidence both on the 
outcome on the European Council held in Brussels on 16/17 June and on the 
priorities of the United Kingdom Presidency. The transcript of evidence 
appended to this report accordingly covers both these issues and is made 
available for the information of the House. 

3. The principal topics covered in this evidence are: 

 CAP Reform (QQ 23–25) 

 Constitution (QQ 112–114) 

 Counter-terrorism (QQ 2–3, Q 5) 

 Economic Reform (QQ 30–32) 

 Enlargement (QQ 15, QQ 17) 

 European Parliament (Q 38) 

 Freedom and Justice (QQ 4, Q 6, Q 7) 

 Future Financing (QQ 21–22, Q 26) 

 Future of Europe (QQ 1, QQ 1–10, Q 14) 

 Middle East (QQ 35–37) 

 Neighbourhood Policy (Q 16) 

 Presidency Priorities (QQ 1, Q 8) 

 Press Relations (Q 11) 

 Services Directive (Q 33) 

 Social Model (QQ 27–29) 

 Transparency (QQ 12–13) 

 UN Summit (Q 34) 

4. The priorities for the United Kingdom Presidency are set out in Command 
Paper Cm6611 available at 
http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/Prospects%20in%20the%20EU%202005_C
M%206611.pdf. The Minister for Europe in his evidence also drew attention 

                                                                                                                                     
1 See Appendix 1. 



4 EVIDENCE FROM THE MINISTER FOR EUROPE—THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL AND 
THE UNITED KINGDOM PRESIDENCY 

to the Prime Minister’s speech at the European Parliament on 23 June 2005 
which is available at http://www.number-10.gov.uk/output/Page7714.asp. 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EUROPEAN UNION

MONDAY 11 JULY 2005

Present Blackwell, L Maclennan of Rogart, L
Bowness, L Marlesford, L
Dubs, L Radice, L
Goodhart, L Thomas of Walliswood, B
Grenfell, L (Chairman) Tomlinson, L
Hannay of Chiswick, L Wright of Richmond, L
Harrison, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Douglas Alexander, a Member of the House of Commons, Minister for Europe, Mr Tim

Barrow, Assistant Director, European Union (External), and Mr David Frost, Assistant Director, European
Union (Internal), Foreign and Commonwealth Office, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Minister, may I thank you very much this: I think the two key elements that have shaped
the context for the British Presidency are, firstly, offor the giving of your valuable time to come and meet

with this Committee. Thanks also to Mr Frost and course the position of the European Union Draft
Constitutional Treaty, and in particular the vote ofMr Barrow for joining you, and of course any time

you wish to call upon them to speak, that is entirely the French and Dutch people a couple of months
back, which was clearly one of the key elementsappropriate and fine with us. I should tell you that we

are being filmed as of now and you will, of course, shaping the context for our assumption of the
Presidency. The second was the failure of the Brusselsreceive a transcript to look at as usual in the course

of time. I believe, Minister, that you would like to Council a couple of weeks back to agree a Future
Financial Perspective for the coming period, and ofmake an opening statement and so we would

welcome that, particularly if you can touch on how course that impacts on our work. We have a detailed
and ambitious set of dossiers which we have inheritedyou are going to balance the duties of care for the

national intrests with the very interesting programme from the Luxembourg Presidency which we are keen
to advance—and I will be happy to share ourfor the Presidency that you have set before the nation

and before Europe. So could I invite you to make an thinking on that with you in the course of this
afternoon. I think the clearest starting point for ouropening statement.
Presidency is probably the statement which was madeMr Alexander: Lord Grenfell, members of the
by the Prime Minister to the European Parliament,Committee, first of all, can I thank you for the
which essentially set out where we believe Europeopportunity and privilege of addressing you today
stands in the light of the decisions of the French andas Minister for Europe. I am ably supported by
the Dutch people. It was appropriately broad in itsTim Barrow, Assistant Director, European Union
character to reflect the kind of debate that we wished(External) and David Frost Assistant Director,

European Union (Internal). With your kind words of to have, so as well as the detailed proposals which we
are keen to advance in the course of the coming sixintroduction I am sure that they will be happy to join

me at appropriate points in the course of the months, I think one of the further ambitions of our
Presidency would be to further embed the debate thatdiscussions we have this afternoon. I am grateful to

you for your oVer of an opening statement. I will the Prime Minister began back at the European
Parliament a couple of weeks ago. Beyond that, letkeep it very brief, not least in light of the fact I have

a meeting to which I have been invited by the Prime me address in my final introductory remarks the
question directed to me in terms of our responsibilityMinister at six o’clock this evening so if it is possible

that we could keep to time I would personally be very as President. I think the challenge we face is the same
as any other country, in the sense that one has tograteful. Of course I appreciate that in light of the

terrible and tragic events in London last week it may balance the demands of, on the one hand, continuing
to reflect the national interest and, on the other hand,be that you wish to focus some of our remarks in

relation to our work in justice and home aVairs given be acutely conscious of one’s responsibility while
holding the Presidency of the European Union toits salience to our Presidency, and I will do what I can

to answer your questions. Beyond that, let me just say seek to build a consensus. If I had to try and
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Q3 Lord Wright of Richmond: I should explain thatencapsulate that challenge I think it would be to seek
to build a consensus recognising that while part of I am the Chairman of the Sub-Committee which

produced a report on After Madrid in which we drewthat consensus would be Britain’s national interest,
and it would be in that spirit that we would seek to attention to the need for more co-ordination,

particularly on the part of the role of the co-ordinatortake forward work, ranging from an attempt to
secure agreement on a Future Financial Perspective Mr de Vries in pulling together all these diVerent

strands of counter-terrorism. Are you satisfied with(which we earnestly hope to do, albeit at this stage
there can be no guarantees that there will be an the way in which that is working?
overall decision by 25 Member States); to make MrAlexander: Well, I think I would pay tribute to the
further progress in some of the key dossiers, which I work that has already taken place even since last
will be happy to discuss; and, as I say, to embed the Thursday in terms of collaboration between, for
debate which the Prime Minister started in the example, police forces from across Europe and
European Parliament. the Metropolitan Police who are heading the

investigation here in Britain. I think we would beChairman: Thank you very much. In light of what
you have said at the outset of your opening statement keen to build on the strength of the existing European

Union Frameworks that exist at this stage. Ifthat you particularly want to say something about
JHA, following recent events, I wonder whether it is I were to try and identify areas of work, I think

there is further work that can be taken forwardagreeable to Lord Wright and to others around the
table if we might start with that issue. Lord Wright? on the Framework Decisions on retention of

telecommunications data. We want to do further
work in terms of combating the financing of
terrorism. There has already been real progress madeQ2 Lord Wright of Richmond: Minister, there are
but we believe we can take forward that work. Wereports that the Home Secretary has called a meeting
would also be looking to try and strengthen thewith his opposite numbers on Wednesday of this
information exchange, whether at judicial level orweek (which has no doubt been covered in statements
indeed at the level of the investigation authorities orthis afternoon which I have not heard or read). Can
the police. Across the piece there are a range ofyou give us some idea of what the Home Secretary’s
diVerent areas but we are heartened that we arepriorities are in having this meeting?
taking forward this work against a prior commitment

Mr Alexander: Certainly it is the case that the Home
by the British Government and also steps already

Secretary is writing to his European counterparts this
taken at a European level to allow for exactly the

afternoon with an invitation to take forward those
kind of co-operation about which you have already

discussions on Wednesday. I think there will be an
spoken.

added impetus to our work in the area of justice and
home aVairs in light of last week’s terrible events, but
I can assure this Committee that it is an enduring Q4 Lord Wright of Richmond: It is probably not
commitment and focus on the part of the British surprising, retrospectively, in light of what happened
Government to take forward work in that area at a last week, that the European Council conclusions
European level. In particular, we are looking to on the areas of freedom, security and justice
increase the pace of implementation of the European concentrated almost exclusively on security and the
Union Counter-Terrorism Action Plan and, indeed, fight against terrorism. However, should there not
to look for specific progress in that regard. It has have been more attention paid to freedom and justice
always been a priority of our Presidency but the elements?
attacks in London have underlined the urgency of Mr Alexander: It seems in some ways prescient that
cross-European working in that regard. We believe there was such a recognition, even at that stage, of the
that the Justice and Home AVairs Council that will importance of tackling terrorism and the importance
take place this coming Wednesday will provide an of counter-terrorism, but we do believe that the
opportunity for a discussion to translate the many European Council Conclusions on 16 June set out a
statements of support and solidarity (for which we balanced set of work priorities that could be taken
have been very grateful) from a range of European forward and would include substantial measures, we

would argue, to strengthen freedom, such as thepartners since last Thursday into concrete political
momentum that can take forward the Counter- establishment of a Fundamental Rights Agency,

action to combat domestic violence, and toTerrorism Action Plan, and this should facilitate
European Union measures such as those on strengthen citizenship and the integration of

immigrants, so I think it was a balanced package butinformation exchange and data-sharing which can
make a real diVerence, we believe, in the necessary with an appropriate and rightful emphasis on the

need to tackle terrorism and the work that Europesteps to counter terrorism, which almost by definition
is international in character now. can do to do that.
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Q7 Lord Goodhart: I see that Sub-Committee E hasQ5 Lord Wright of Richmond: One final point if I
may, and that is that on financing terrorism. Our been looking at the European evidence Framework

Decision but now that, as a result of the Europeanreport drew attention to the extraordinarily cheap
operation in Madrid which appears to have cost the arrest warrant, extradition is almost automatic to an

EU country, is there any concern about the lowterrorists very little indeed. I am just making a
comment that we expressed a certain scepticism standards of legal representation and legal aid

interpretation in a number of EU countries?about the importance attached to financing, but I am
not asking you to pursue that. Mr Alexander: Clearly the rule of law and certain

standards in terms of the rule of law are expected ofMrAlexander: I suppose the only point I would make
in response is I do not believe it is an either/or to take fellow members of the European Union. That has

been commonplace for many years and is reflected insteps at an international level to cut oV the sources of
terrorist financing, if they are international and cross- terms of the discussions that we have around

enlargement in terms of the Copenhagen Criteria. Ifborder, and the need for the painstaking and
important investigative work so that if it is on a there are very specific examples which you and your

organisation would wish to bring to our attention insmaller scale and it is domestically financed there are
still means by which the investigative authorities are terms of the low standards of European partners,

then of course my oYce stands ready to receive thoseable to identify.
representations. I can assure you that we willLord Wright of Richmond: Fair point.
continue to maintain an importance and this is,
as I say, most apposite in discussions around
enlargement of the rule of law. In the course of today

Q6 Lord Goodhart: I think I had better start by
I had meetings with a delegation of Croatian

declaring an interest as a trustee of Fairchild’s
parliamentarians and was emphasising in the

abroad. Following up on the question of the absence
strongest possible terms to them the importance we

of any significant matter about freedom and justice in
attach to the rule of law as being one of the

the Presidency Conclusions, while I can of course see
cornerstones of membership of the European Union.

that security must for the time being take the top
I can assure you that it is something we do take

priority, these Conclusions were issued before the
seriously and if there are instances, as I say, where

recent atrocities in London and I wonder whether
you or your organisation feel that standards

any consideration has been given to issues such as,
have fallen below the requisite level in European

for example, trying to reach some understanding
states, then I would be happy to receive your

about common minimum standards of procedure
representations.

in criminal cases. You mentioned, I think, the
Fundamental Rights Agency. Is that going to take
this up? Do you see any sign of progress in this? Q8 Lord Goodhart: What are the Presidency’s main
Mr Alexander: I would probably draw your attention priorities for the Presidency? How will the
to another part of the Conclusions of 16 June where Government judge its success?
there was explicit reference made to further measures Mr Alexander: I think we would want to see further
to promote justice across Europe, and in particular progress on some of the key dossiers that we have
the common European evidence warrant. If we are received from the Luxembourg Presidency, areas, for
looking at procedures in terms of accessing rights example, such as the Better Regulation Agenda
through the criminal courts, I think that being able to which forms part of the sixth Presidency’s initiative.
ensure that there are proper procedures of ensuring We would also want to see further progress in
evidence is shared properly is an important and relation to the two international priorities that we
necessary step. I think there was an emphasis, and it identified—climate change and Africa—which have
would be wrong to characterise the Council’s been so central to the discussions this weekend in
Conclusions as disregarding in any way our Gleneagles. We would want to continue a serious
commitment to freedom or to justice. The evidence I approach to the issue of enlargement with the
would cite would be the common evidence warrant expectation that accession talks with Turkey will
but also ensuring European Union-wide recognition begin on 3 October, as reflected not just in the

original decision taken by the European Councilof sexual oVences against children and a European
Union-wide system of small claims, which may back in December but which was reiterated

unanimously in the European Council in Brusselsappear somewhat prosaic and mundane but is
actually hugely important and significant for many of just a couple of weeks back and which is now being

reflected in the negotiating mandate that was set outmy constituents and others who want to be able to
have the opportunity to enjoy access to rights, albeit by the European Commission just a couple of weeks

ago. In all of those areas we are keen to see progress.with sums of money that would not find their way
into some of the more senior courts. In light of the Prime Minister’s initial remarks to the
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Trade Minister before Europe Minister to makeEuropean Parliament, we would also want more
deeply embedded a wider debate about the future of commonsensical argument, when you have had the
Europe being taken forward by the conclusion of our opportunity to meet young students in Beijing
Presidency. desperate to practise their English because they are
Chairman: We need to move on because we have not determined to do business with not just Britain but
got you for too long a time. I would like to come other countries in the years to come, and if you had
back, if I may, to the broader debate. I think we can had, as I have had, the opportunity to meet the
take it as read that you no more than we in the software engineers in Electronic City in Bangalore,
Committee want to see this period of reflection you do not need convincing on the basis of economic
degenerate into a period of inactivity. In other words, principles that the nature of the economic challenge
what we are looking for is a broad debate. I am also that Europe is facing is profound. As I say, we cannot
assuming that you would agree that if the UK simply wish away the fact that imports from China
Presidency can at least get the dialogue and the have risen by 100 per cent in the last three years to the
discussion going in the right direction that it is of less European Union or indeed the consequential impacts
importance whether you solve the problems in one of some of the changes we are seeing in the global
Presidency because at least you have got it going in economy. We cannot wish away the fact that 20
the right direction. The questions however are what million fellow European Union citizens are without
is that debate about. I would like to ask Lord work, nine million of them long-term unemployed
Blackwell to put a question to you. out of work for more than a year. In that sense I think

there is a genuine sense within the Government that
this is an urgent and important debate to which weQ9 Lord Blackwell: I would like to ask you,
would do a disservice if it were simply a discussion onMinister, following on from what you said, how
the institutional architecture of the European Union.radical a debate is the Government willing to take on

at this point in time? The objective of trying to get the
rest of Europe to take on UK-style economic policies
is a bold one but going to be quite diYcult. There are Q10 Lord Blackwell: Given the range of issues you
too many diVerences around the political structures. have raised there, while in this Presidency the UK can
Is the Government’s objective to try to patch up the kick oV that discussion it sounds like it is a discussion
status quo and come to some solution within the that it is going to have to carry forward for some time
current Presidency or do you see this as an to get thorough debate and resolution?
opportunity to kick oV a much wider debate about Mr Alexander: I would not be prescriptive at this
the future of Europe going forward on both the stage in terms of the timing of the debate but I think
economic and political structures? already the Prime Minister in his remarks in relation
Mr Alexander: Let me say first of all in terms of the to the informal heads of state meeting anticipated for
Draft Constitutional Treaty as reflected in the October has made clear that this would be another
wording that emerged from the Brussels Council a staging post in that debate rather than the conclusion
couple of weeks ago, we are amidst a period of of the debate. I think it is important to recognise the
reflection which will continue for 12 months when

basis on which we have initiated this debate. I thinkthere will be a further discussion of the position that
some politicians regard there being a programmethe Treaty now lies in. I think it would be to
which is a response to every problem. I actually thinkmisinterpret the debate that we have initiated to
there is a more profound argument here which issuggest that this would be the ideal opportunity for a
about the nature of political change and how youperiod of either stagnation or institutional navel-
eVect political change either within a nation state orgazing. The Prime Minister’s initial response, and
within Europe, and I think therefore to have a debateindeed the words that I, the Foreign Secretary and
which is resonant with the European public and ofothers used in the immediate aftermath of the French
such significance in the face of the challenges we faceand Dutch result, reflected our ambition for a far
economically, demographically and in other ways atwider and more profound debate about the future
the start of the 21st century is a vital prerequisite todirection of Europe. I think we are emboldened in
the kind of debates that we need to have in Europe. Ithat endeavour by a strong sense that to fully
do not see it as being in any way a diversion from theunderstand what has been happening inside Europe,
important work that Europe needs to take forward,not just the French or the Dutch results, but general
for example, in securing higher levels of economicsentiments within Europe, one has to really
performance. I think it is a necessary part of thatunderstand what is happening outside Europe as
discussion. The Prime Minister in relation to thewell. Even our fiercest critics cannot wish away the
Constitutional Treaty has said that we need to get thescale of the economic rebalancing that is taking place
politics right in the first instance and I think thatin terms of the rise of China and India. If you have

had the opportunity, as I have, to hold the position of holds true in general.
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this Committee will be pressing other nationalQ11 Chairman: This is a subject which is of great
interest to Lord Tomlinson but before he engages parliaments to examine the possibility of moving
with you, Minister, I just wanted to put one question forward in relation to some form of subsidiarity early
to you, and that is that there have been some warning system. I think that will be discussed on the
concerns about the accessibility to press conferences, agenda when the Lord Chairman is at the next
et cetera, of foreign press, who are very important in meeting of COSAC when we will be encouraging
explaining what British and European Union policy other national parliamentarians to take this forward.
is. Is there a problem there or do you have anything Do you believe that that is desirable or possible? Do
to say about it? I know, incidentally, that there have you believe that there would be a need for a Treaty
been some concerns about press credentials for the change, for example, for the Council to agree to that
foreign press for Downing Street press conferences. or for the things that are in their own hands, such as
Mr Alexander: I cannot say it has been raised with the capacity for the Council to meet in public so that
me. Two examples I would cite of the approach that there can be that public scrutiny, that public vision,
we seek to take in moving forward the Presidency is, that capacity of the people to follow what you are
firstly, a highly successful visit by the Brussels press doing, to show steps towards a more democratic
corps, which is the press corps who in the main covers European Union? What do you reckon on those sorts
the institutions of the European Union based in of things—movement on subsidiarity, Council
Brussels. When we launched our Presidency we meetings in public—the things that we can do during
brought them to London and I hosted a dinner for our period of reflection?
many of them here and that proved to be an Mr Alexander: If I am not mistaken, both of those
extremely useful and engaging discussion because it examples have been cited respectively by British
was not just myself as Minister for Europe but a Ministers in recent weeks as being examples of
number of Cabinet Ministers and other Ministers exactly the kind of changes that explained why we
who attended and hosted tables for Brussels’ were signatories to the Draft Constitutional Treaty
correspondents, which proved to be very successful. back in Rome last year. We hold to the view that we
The other point that I would make would be literally regard those as being sensible and appropriate
in the first week of our Presidency there was at the innovations. But I think we need to—I was about
Foreign Press Association a fairly long—about an to say pause—take seriously what the European
hour and a half—question-and-answer session with Council said and what was the prior position of the
myself and the Foreign Secretary answering a wide British Government. I say this as somebody who was
range of questions from members of the Foreign keen to build up a pro-Europe pro-forum consensus
Press Association which again I think was judged (he within Britain. If we were to get ourselves in the
said immodestly) to be rather successful and I think it position where the British public were of the view that
was felt to be a useful exercise. We committed at that we somehow regarded the decisive No vote in France
meeting that if there was a demand within the or in the Netherlands as simply some kind of irritant
Foreign Press Association that we should do that or inconvenience to be negotiated around
again in the course of the Presidency we would of immediately and that the project should be taken
course consider that very favourably. Thus we are forward, I earnestly believe we would set back the
making earnest endeavours to ensure that the British cause of those who do believe in Europe not by
message and more generally the Presidency message months or years but possibly by decades. I think it is
gets out to all the various avenues that are available right to say there should be a pause for reflection after
to us. It would be a dereliction of our duties in terms the decisions that were taken. I think we need to both
of public diplomacy if we did not grasp those respect the need for that pause for reflection in light
opportunities but, again, if it comes to the notice of of where the citizens in France and the Netherlands
the Committee that there are particular avenues were but also respect the fact that other countries
where we are not pursuing that where we should be, around the table in the European Council took a
I would be interested to receive those representations. diVerent view from Britain, and indeed other
Chairman: I am encouraged by that answer, thank Member States, in terms of where the process of
you very much indeed. Lord Tomlinson? ratification lay. I think it would be fair to say that our

first priority is not to suddenly make a whole series of
institutional changes but to do what we said weQ12 Lord Tomlinson: Lord Maclennan and myself
would do which is to pause, reflect and discuss withspent 18 months of our lives, which we hope was
other European countries where we now findnot entirely without utility, as members of the
ourselves in light of the decisions taken by the FrenchConvention, and what I am concerned about is
and the Dutch. That does not diminish our belief thatduring this period of reflection whether there is a
those changes in themselves would be worthwhile butpredisposition on the part of the Government to try
these changes were part of what was a very—and into encourage some changes that do not necessarily

need Treaty change in order to happen. For example, respect of your Lordships’ experience of this in the
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would have thought, be inclined to welcome the ideaConvention—hard and tough period of negotiation,
and what was arrived at was a compromise that despite the fact there is no Treaty—the two countries

voted they did not want one—that nationalreflected a whole series of interlocking compromises.
So what might appear within Westminster to be parliaments are actively looking at the subsidiarity

principle and are prepared to tell the Commissioneminently commonsensical and something against
which very few people could object and for which (whether the Commission is under an obligation to

respond or not is another matter) whether or not theythere may be a genuine consensus across the floors of
both Houses within Parliament, could prove to be have got it wrong. That is the spirit in which we

are actively pursuing this with other nationalhighly contentious in the eyes of some of our
European partners. It is not simply the threshold of parliaments. Lord Maclennan?
how do we secure consensus across Parliament that
this is a way forward and should be considered, but

Q14 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Minister, I think thealso recognising the fact that there has been a whole
possibility is clear that the people who voted againstseries of compromises reached at European level to
the Constitutional Treaty were voting as much aboutarrive at the Constitutional Treaty.
what the European Union was not doing as what it
was, and with enlargement to 25 the decision-making
process becomes more diYcult. Have you any viewsQ13 Lord Tomlinson: If I can pursue it in one simple

area and that is the whole question of the Council as Government as to how you can actually overcome
the problem of threatened status if you do not havemeeting in public. Here is something you have the

power to influence perhaps during your Presidency. I bodies making decisions who are seen to enjoy
democratic support and are thus able to takebelieve it would be interpreted by public opinion as a

sign of openness, of greater transparency and more decisions which may not be unanimous decisions but
which allow at least for dissent and acceptance thatdemocracy if people could see the legislative function

of the Council in public. Do you seriously believe— the decisions were taken appropriately, properly and
democratically?because I would be interested to know where it is

likely to happen—that we will either have legislatures Mr Alexander: Firstly, let me say I think your
up in arms demonstrating against you or the citizens question begs a prior question which is what is our
taking to the streets against you if you were to be so interpretation of the judgment that was reached by
bold as to encourage legislation in public? the French and Dutch people because clearly there

has been a veritable maelstrom of commentary inMr Alexander: I am not sure I ever used citizenry on
the streets as the example. I think it is fair to say that terms of attributing motives to French and Dutch

voters. I think one of the most acute descriptions IEuropean governments have not always been
perfectly aligned with public sentiment on the streets. have read is that voters were voting both on the text

and context, and actually I think it would be aIt has been the case that we have supported greater
transparency in terms of the European Council. and diYcult position for us ever to get ourselves into to

seek to diminish the significance of the ConstitutionalI understand and have noted the points that you
make. but it rather illustrates my point that there can Treaty in the minds of the voters because ultimately

that was the vote that was cast. It would be equallybe instances where what appears commonsensical
and an obvious way forward to the British political disingenuous to pretend that there were not wider

issues of context informing how voters expressedclass does not necessarily find favour with other
Member States, and in that sense I have noted what themselves, whether on issues of economic

performance in France or issues of integration andyou have said and perhaps there may be a further
opportunity in the course of the Presidency when we identity in the Netherlands. There was a range of

diVerent factors at work. However, to try in light ofwill come back on this subject.
that to answer your very specific question aboutChairman: Before calling on Lord Maclennan I
institutional legitimacy, I think in some ways that iswould like to say in the same spirit as Lord
the challenge for our politics as much as our policies.Tomlinson that the idea of national parliaments’
If you think of the area, for example, of Commissionmonitoring in respect of subsidiarity is, of course,
competence on competition policy where some of theenshrined in the Amsterdam Treaty and we scarcely
most decisive and significant decisions that theneed a new Treaty base in order to be able to pursue
European Commission have reached have been,that one. The only diVerence is that there would be no
there is broadly a consensus across Europe as to thesanctions because the new idea was the yellow card
legitimacy of decisions reached by the competitionand of course there could be no sanctions in the
authorities. In my mind that explains the fact thatabsence of the ratification and coming into force of
where there is a sustaining political narrative thatthe present Treaty. In the same way in which Lord

Tomlinson has suggested that the public would feel legitimises the institutional action of European
institutions, then the fact that decisive action is takenthere is a lack of democracy and a lack of

transparency in the European Union, they would, I in and of itself is not a barrier to public support. The
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fact that we are broadly supportive of Europeanimplication of that narrative is that action, the
response to where we now find ourselves in light of Union membership and would like to see the process

of accession talks opened during our Presidency, butthe French and Dutch result, is not immediate
institutional innovation but really where the Prime it has to be on the basis that there is full co-operation

with the International Criminal Tribunal. In relationMinister began in his speech to the European
Parliament which is to say how do we better to Turkey, as I said, we stand by the decisions the

European Council reached back in December whereunderstand and communicate both what the
European public wish for the European Union and it reaYrmed, notwithstanding the disagreement on

areas of financing a couple of weeks ago in Brussels,reflect that back in terms of its work. I think it is a
quintessentially political task but I would cite in that we welcomed the terms of the negotiating

mandate that was announced by the Commission asupport of my contention the evidence of the broad
support for the decisions taken by the Competition couple of weeks ago and we therefore plan to take

forward the work with accession talks on 3 October.Commission as evidence of the fact that there is no
natural hostility or diYculty between decisive
decisions reached at a European level and public Q16 Lord Dubs: May I just ask a follow-up to that.
support. Quite a number of countries to the east of Romania
Chairman: I think we need to move on to and Poland and Bulgaria are interested in getting
enlargement. closer to the EU. I just wondered whether any steps

can be taken to develop and build on the EU’s
Neighbourhood Agenda so those countries feel thereQ15 Lord Dubs: Minister, you have on a number of
is some progress they can make and they can be givenoccasions referred to enlargement as being on the
hope in terms of their political futures?agenda for the British Presidency. I wonder what
Mr Alexander: I think the Neighbourhoodprogress, in as specific terms as possible, you think is
Programme that is already in place has served thegoing to be made as regards Bulgaria and Romania
European Union well and of course we have anand perhaps in a more diYcult sense Turkey and
interest in having secure borders and harmoniousCroatia? Some of us met the same Croatian
relations with our neighbours outside of thedelegation I believe you referred to having met this
European Union. I had the opportunity a couple ofafternoon. Could you say something about Croatia
weeks back to travel to both Lithuania and Poland,and the impasse that has been reached with them?
which were very keen to emphasise to me theMr Alexander: Let me say firstly just in terms of
importance of maintaining strong relationships withRomania and Bulgaria that work continues in terms
the Ukraine. If one looks back to the “Orangeof the moving forward of both of those countries. On
Revolution”, the rate of progress has been admirable25 October, if I recollect correctly, the Commission
in the Ukraine already given the very diVerent stagewill produce comprehensive monitoring reports on
of development the Ukraine was at to other countriesboth of their readiness for European Union
in the region. Therefore, the scope for Europe toaccession. We await the outcome of the findings in
work eVectively with the new government in therelation to both Romania and Bulgaria. In relation to
Ukraine is considerable. If I were to identifyCroatia our position is as it would be with any other
particular opportunities, the greater degree of legalMember States where we have been broadly
certainty around the issue of privatisation in thesupportive of membership of the European Union.
Ukraine, support for the endeavour of securingWe have been broadly supportive of their ambition of
public broadcasting within the Ukraine and, frankly,membership but there are very specific challenges
further work in relation to what was a fairly diYcultthat Croatia faces. I was clear when I met the
OSCE report in terms of free and fair elections in theCroatian delegation today that the capture and
Ukraine would all be areas of immediate priority thatbringing to justice of Ante Gotovina is a key element
I would identify. However, I think that speaks to ourfor us given the terms of the reports that then
capacity to work outwith the European Union’semanated from Carla de Ponte and the International
borders eVectively with neighbours to ensure that weCriminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in The
have the kind of changes I am sure all of us wouldHague. We have been encouraged by the latest
welcome.pronouncement by Carla de Ponte back in June
Chairman: Lord Bowness chairs our Foreign Policy,which said that some progress had been made and I
Defence and International Development Sub-have to say I was moderately encouraged by the
Committee. Lord Bowness?response I heard from the parliamentarians today in

terms of the further action that is necessary, but we
do believe that there does need to be full co-operation Q17 Lord Bowness: Minister, if I could just come
not least because, as I was saying, we uphold the rule back on Croatia in answer to Lord Dubs. I am sure
of law as being one of the central tenets of the the Croatian members that you saw today

emphasised that if there is further delay that will haveEuropean Union. So I was keen to communicate the
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asking Ministers hypothetical questions because theya very adverse eVect on the reform process. Can I ask
you, Minister, do you accept that? Secondly, with the invariably avoid answering them but I will have a go

and that is on the question of Turkey. In the eventbringing to justice of General Gotovina—and the
White Paper talks about greater eVorts to locate and that the CDU-CSU win the election and Angela

Merkel becomes Chancellor of Germany, can wetransfer members of the ICTY—is that something
that is absolute or do you accept what some of the take it that you will be spending your best eVorts to

persuade her to change her view on Turkey?Croatians were saying that there could indeed (and
whether there could indeed at this moment is another Mr Alexander: I am conscious in answering that

question of the American philosopher who said, “Iquestion) be full co-operation without a successful
transfer. If there were full co-operation would it be do not make predictions, least of all about the

future”! In that sense, with respect, I think you arereasonable to continue to block accession?
Mr Alexander: The ultimate determinant of full co- right to acknowledge that it is a hypothetical

question. I think there has been some commentaryoperation is obviously with Carla de Ponte in terms
of the position of the International Criminal suggesting that if there were a change of

government—and I think that is a very importantTribunal. As I say, we have been somewhat
heartened by the recent report she issued in June but “if”—in relation to the democratic elections that will

take place there will somehow be complete agreementthat comes against a backdrop of a failure for there to
be full co-operation up until then. The candour with on every area of policy between any incoming

German Chancellor and the British Government.which I spoke in terms of General Gotovina reflects
the probing questions that we have asked in terms of Much as I would like to anticipate that particular

future, I think it is unlikely. Regardless of who findswhat does full co-operation mean. It is the easiest and
most illustrative example of the evidence of that full themselves in the Chancery in Berlin we are very clear

that consistent with long-standing British policy weco-operation that what we are looking for is full co-
operation in respect of the fact that Carla de Ponte believe in the policy of enlargement and we stand by

the decisions that the European Council has takenhas a job to do in terms of assessing the level of co-
operation she has received in taking forward that unanimously both in December and, as I say, just last

month. So ultimately it will be for the Germanprocess. On the more general point as to whether the
reform will move backwards, it has been put to me by authorities of whatever hue to make clear their

position in due course. The British Government’ssome that the rise of the nationalist parties in recent
months reflects a concern that the country could be position is well-established in this.

Chairman: Good answer. Lord Wright?moving backwards. My sense and my reading of
what I have seen is that actually there are other
factors at work in terms of the position of the Q19 Lord Wright of Richmond: I wanted to ask a
nationalist parties in Croatia at the moment, not least related question, not about whether you think Mrs
the state of the economy. I think the important Angela Merkel is going to change her mind; but do
opportunity that we have at this stage is to send a very you see a risk that Turkish public opinion is going to
clear and categoric message to the authorities within change its mind and lose interest in accession?
Croatia, which is fundamentally that the ball is in Mr Alexander: First of all, we need to be clear about
their court. Even if they claim, as has been the case in the timescales. We are talking about 10 years
the past, that Gotovina is not within their direct minimum at this stage in terms of the process.
control, there is little doubt that the networks which
support Gotovina and which have kept him from

Q20 Lord Wright of Richmond: That gives thembeing brought forward are within the control of
rather more time to change their minds.Croatia. In that sense I take some encouragement
Mr Alexander: It possibly gives them more time tofrom recent steps that have taken place in Belgrade
change their minds but I think it also gives aand I think that proves the case that there is a clear
necessary degree of perspective to some of the moreand categoric message that is sent wherever countries
fetid arguments that have taken place in recent weeksare in the process, whether it is in terms of
since the decision in the Dutch and French referenda.stabilisation or association or whether it is in terms of
On any view it has been a longer term agenda whichmoving towards full accession, then it is very
has been taken forward in Turkey. All that beingimportant that we speak with a clear and
said, I think the scale of change that has beenuncompromising voice, and I think in terms of the
achieved in the last couple of years has been quitewider politics of Croatia there is a very strong interest
remarkable, and I think it is appropriate that wein ensuring that General Gotovina is brought to
reflect and recognise that in discussions that we have.justice.
I think in many ways the worst response in relation to
enlargement that could happen following the DutchQ18 Chairman: I am going to ask Lord Wright to
and French votes would have been an arbitrary andask questions in one moment but I just want to

interpose one thing. I usually try assiduously to avoid knee-jerk decision that somehow the drawbridge had
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the next Future Financial Perspective they wereto be lifted and there was no prospect of enlargement,
not just for Turkey but for other countries. If you looking for a degree of certainty as quickly as possible

and I think that explains a genuine willingness on thelook at the Western Balkans, about whom we have
just been speaking, or indeed Turkey or other part of new Member States to support Presidency

proposals at the Brussels Council a couple of weekscountries, I think it would be hard even for the
fiercest critics of the European Union not to accept ago that they knew that they would benefit in terms of

resource coming to them under the Presidencythat the magnet eVect of membership of the
European Union has been a hugely significant factor proposals (albeit I was able to share with some of my

ministerial colleagues the benefits as we saw them ofin driving some of the changes in the legal system, in
civil society and more generally in terms of political the British proposals and how advantageous those

would be to the EU Ten as well as to the generalreform.
interest of the European Union) but they wantedChairman: Thank you, Minister. We now move into
certainty. I therefore believe that there is some scopethe rather more turbulent waters of Future Financial
during our Presidency to have a sensible facilitation ofPerspectives with Lord Radice.
discussions between European Commission oYcials
and the oYcials of those new EU Ten countries about

Q21 Lord Radice: You might have said “equally what steps they can be taking now to put in place
turbulent waters”. As you may remember, Minister, expenditure wise so that whenever the envelope is set
we in our Committee produced a report on the future and a decision is actually reached we have not missed
financing which a) said that the budget was a historic a period of months prior to that which could be put to
relic and b) sought to link very closely our rebate with good eVect. We all frankly, both the new EU Ten and
CAPreform.Thereforewecannotcomplainabout the ourselves, have a strong interest in this money being
result of the European Councils of 16 and 17 June. spent properly and wisely when it reaches those
I see in paragraph 22 that you say that you have been Member States, and in that sense there is an alignment
invited by the European Council and UK Presidency of interest. The other point to make in terms of the
to take these discussions forward. How are you going historical context forwherewefindourselves is thatby
to do that? What do you rate your chances of building historical precedent we would not have reached
a consensus and perhaps you can tell us how your visit agreement in Brussels but would more likely reach
to Poland went, for example? agreement at the December Council of British of the
MrAlexander:Firstly, letmemakeclear thatweaimto British Presidency or indeed the first Council of the
work towards an agreement on the Future Financial Austrian Presidency that follows the British
Perspective. We are earnest in that endeavour but Presidency. As I say, that is not a timescale that we can
there needs to be the necessary caveat that there can be guarantee to deliver but it is a necessary corrective to
noguarantees.At theoutsetofourPresidency letusbe some of the siren voices immediately after the Brussels
clear that we are working to achieve that consensus. Council which suggested that there was an
Beyond that, I think there is merit in a Presidency insuperable problem in terms of giving support to the
taking the opportunity in the first instance, new EU Ten. I believe that there is work that can be
particularly coming oV the back of the European done duringour Presidencywe should take forward to
Council that we witnessed last month, to genuinely make sure that whenever a decision is reached on the
listen to the range of views that is being expressed Future Financial Perspective a plan is in place to let
around Europe and that is what we are in the process them spend the money eYciently.
of doing at the moment. Since the Brussels Council,
the Deputy Prime Minister has visited a number of the

Q22 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Minister, has it10 new accession countries. I have myself visited both
occurred to the Presidency that one way, of course, ofLithuania and Poland. Tomorrow I shall be in Latvia
quieting the fears of the 10 new member countries isand Estonia. The discussions are taking place at all
by reaching a preliminary agreement that under nolevels—ministerial and oYcial level at the moment—
circumstances will the amounts be less than were into try and establish the parameters of the positions
the Presidency proposals in June so far as they werebeing adopted by a range of diVerent Member States.
concerned of the Structural Funds? Since I think it isGrounds for optimism? I would say they are reflected
inconceivable that it should be less than that, this ofin thevisit Ihad toPolandwhereultimately the issue in
course would be the best possible way of ensuringquestion in Brussels was not whether on the basis of
that they no longer worried about this and that thethe principle of solidarity there should be support
discussions that continue would not touch thatprincipally from the Structural and Cohesion Funds
particular point.for new accession countries such as Poland, Lithuania
Mr Alexander: Tempting though your oVer is,and others but a much more prosaic concern (but

nonetheless a valid and important one) being whether I could oVer that degree of certainty and
specificity to the new EU Ten at this stage I would beexpressed to me by the Polish authorities which was

that in terms of their planning for expenditure during slightly more sceptical. I can assure you that in terms
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Mr Alexander: Firstly, in terms of scope forof the tenor of the conversations I have been having,
it reflects that insight, but the main issue of immediate progress, I would probably identify sugar

reform as being one which is already beingdisagreement was not whether there should be
appropriate funding that was upwards in terms of the undertaken, and we welcome the announcement in

the last month by the Commission of a 39 per centnew EU Ten but it is slightly, with the greatest of
respect, sentient (?) to suggest that Structural and real terms cut. In that sense, that is evidence of

progress that is in hand and is being taken forward.Cohesion Funds stand apart from issues of own
resources and general expenditure, given that one of Secondly, as you rightly identify, the issue of

agricultural export subsidies was clearly very muchthe issues of disagreement was, for example, the
balance of expenditure in Structural and Cohesion under discussion at Gleneagles albeit there was no

agreement to set a timescale. As you know, our PartyFunds between an initial position put forward by the
Manifesto on which we were elected sought aCommission which said 50 per cent to the new
timescale of 2010 for the removal of agriculturalMember States and 50 per cent to the old Member
export subsidies. Our hope would be that thoseStates and what was the long-standing position of the
discussions could be taken forward in time to haveBritish Government that 100 per cent of the
significant influence and bearing in December at theStructural and Cohesion Funds should be allocated
Hong Kong Ministerial Meeting. In terms of theto the new EU Ten.
general view of Common Agricultural Policy reform,
I would not at this stage of our discussions and

Q23 Chairman: Can we just be clear on one point, consultations with Europe partners wish to be
Minister; is it the intention of the Presidency and prescriptive in terms of the nature of the reform
indeed of the Government beyond the Presidency although I would say that the point on the very
that the discussions on the reform of CAP will start specific question you put to me of co-financing is one
at the time of the 2008 review or will it be delayed of many possible options for reform, and I am aware
until later? that it has been a view that has been expressed by this
Mr Alexander: We were keen in terms of where we Committee in the past. However, it would not at this
were in Brussels to ensure that reform started in time stage be particularly helpful to be prescriptive in
for it to find expression during the Future Financial terms of what the changes would actually involve.
Perspective rather than to find ourselves in the What we are looking for is a fundamental review of
position whereby the earliest that change could the European Union expenditure and within that a
happen was 2013, so we were looking for change. fundamental review of the European Union budget
Equally, some of the commentary has suggested that in relation to Common Agricultural Policy. I am sure
we were expecting the Common Agricultural Policy that the facts and figures are well-known to this
to end overnight. That was never our position. There Committee, with 40 per cent of the budget still being
has to be appropriate concern for the interests of attributed to agriculture, 5 per cent of the European
farming and agriculture in communities across population supported being by agriculture; and only
Europe. We were looking for a credible process of 2 per cent of the European Union’s output deriving
reform and the early evidence that that reform was from agriculture. I feel the case is compelling, but we
aVecting decisions that were being reached rather are respectful that there is a range of diVerent
than an overnight, immediate decision. opinions being expressed across Europe and
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I would like therefore we need to consult at this stage as to the way
to move on now, if I may, to the social model. Sorry, forward.
you have a question on CAP.

Q25 Lord Tomlinson: Minister, is it not the case that
Q24 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Minister, is it the every time we come back from a summit claiming a
intention of the British Government, quaere the triumph in relation to agricultural reform it has
British Government, to explain a bit more clearly its actually cost us more? Is that not what happens? I
objectives on CAP reform, given that there has been think it is one of the few times when I have stood up
a certain amount of confusion created in recent days in the House of Lords and said that my Rt Hon

Friend the Prime Minister was wrong in hiswith remarks about scrapping CAP and so on, which
evaluation of the triumph of reform that wasmay be inimical to making progress if it is thought
supposed to have been Berlin.that that reflects our opinion? What sort of work are

we doing to identify the main building blocks of CAP Mr Alexander: Well, let me say this: certainly from a
Scottish MP’s point of view, given the eVectivereform? I understand the one about trade which is

being pursued very actively, but other than that? negotiating of the Chancellor and Prime Minister in
Berlin, we did regard it as a triumph. But on theAmongst those building blocks, are you considering

the option of some co-financing of the CAP substantive point you make in terms of agriculture it
is fair to recognise that there was real progress made,expenditure in the period beyond 2008–09?
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Single Market? I will stop there because I am not sureparticularly by Margaret Beckett, the Secretary of
State for Defra, in terms of driving forward thinking how long your answer will take but I will come back.

Mr Alexander: I am not quite sure how long myaround the decoupling of agricultural production
from subsidy but we believe there is a lot further answer will take either!
progress that needs to be made. I think the point you
make in terms of the risks of trumpeting a victory and Q28 Baroness Thomas of Walliswood: I am
at the same time it is costing a great deal more money conscious of the time limit.
strengthens the importance of, first of all, consulting Mr Alexander: Let me say this: I think it is a good
and listening to European partners but, secondly, example of where language can obscure more than it
being cautious of regarding the renationalisation of illuminates. A discussion which suggests that there is
agricultural expenditure as somehow being a panacea an Anglo-Saxon liberal capitalism on one side and a
for all the ills of the Common Agricultural Policy. If homogenous European social model on the other is
you look, for example, at the rate of agricultural flawed. Of course, there is a range of diVerent social
export subsidy provided in either Switzerland or models which exist across Europe. The challenge that
Norway outside the European Union, the level of the Prime Minister rightly identified when he spoke
agriculture export subsidy far exceeds even that to the European Parliament is how we ensure that the
contained within the Common Agricultural Policy, European social approach and the European
and in that sense if you are as sincere as we are in economic approach sustain each other rather than
saying we need to deal with the trade-distorting are inimical to each other. Why do I say that with
eVects of agricultural export subsidies, then you need such conviction? Because it has been an article of
to be aware of the risks of an approach which models faith for me personally that there is no contradiction
what is happening in Norway and Switzerland. between economic eYciency and social justice. When

you say what evidence would we cite, the first place I
often go in discussions with European partners is toQ26 Lord Tomlinson: But you have, Minister, also
discuss some of the practical changes that we aregot to get costs down and our share of the costs down
making here in the United Kingdom, whether that beas a prerequisite for getting a financial agreement on
the fact that we have managed to create two millionthe Future Financial Perspective, have you not? That
jobs since 1997, whether that is at the same time asis the challenge that nobody yet seems to have been
providing work we make work pay by theable to show us the way forward on.
introduction of a National Minimum Wage and byMr Alexander: That is an issue which extends beyond
the introduction of a tax credit system; whether thatthe issue of agriculture. We are one of the budget
is to direct them to the increased expenditure acrossdisciplinarians in the present discussion but we have
our public services; whether that is to point to thealso made some very significant progress in terms of
extension of maternity leave and the introduction of

shifting the position of the Presidency from where the paternity leave. I think we have a proud record of
Commission were initially at 1.24 GNI down to 1.06, proving that you can have higher levels of social
which was the final position that the Presidency protection and high levels of employment growth
reached in the middle of the night in Brussels. So in with the appropriately designed policy responses. I
that sense we continue to believe that the basis on have to say, though, that is a conversation which it is
which we can oVer not just a sustainable future for easier to have in a context in which employment
our agricultural expenditure but also the kind of levels are rising and growth has been sustained and
Structural and Regional Funds that we believe need there is a degree of confidence that as a nation state
to be spent on the new EU Ten against a sustainable we can manage these changes. I certainly believe that
budget. Given that we are and will continue to be a there is no future in the politics of a society based on
net contributor to the European Union so we have a the economics of protectionism for Europe. In that
very strong national interest in ensuring that we have sense why do I embrace this debate as a real
a budget that is sustainable. opportunity? Not because I think Britain has every
Chairman: I think we should move on now to the answer to every challenge economically and indeed
social model and Baroness Thomas. socially, but because I believe this is a debate that it

is right to have. Any social model that would be
complacent about having 20 million EuropeanQ27 Baroness Thomas of Walliswood: Minister,
unemployed is not a model that holds either to thethere is obviously a discussion going on at various
best ideals of social justice or is adequate for thelevels on what the social dimension of the European
challenges that we critically face for the future.Union should be and some doubts expressed about

our own Government’s attitude to that. How can the
Government convince other Member States that they Q29 Baroness Thomas of Walliswood: Minister, I am
genuinely believe that there should be a social glad you mentioned the diVerence in the economic

situation because I am sure that has and continues todimension to the European Union and not simply a
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form of structural reform in Europe, particularly inhave and will continue to have for some time a great
deal of influence on our debate at a European level, France and Germany, where, as you point out, the

unemployment rates are very high. We do indeedbut is there really a European dimension to these
sorts of matters, or is it not something which really have something to learn from that; not a lesson to

follow but a lesson to avoid. Do you think these twohas to be left to the Member States? I am not clear
really where that balance lies in this particular area. economic models can be welded into a single

European economic liberal model?Mr Alexander: If you look, for example, around the
Mr Alexander: With the greatest of respect, theLisbon Agenda, which we have made much of in
countries I have just cited—look for example atterms of our ambitions for the Presidency, it seems to
Finland and Sweden—have defied that generalme to be a good example of where actions need to be
characterisation in the sense that the general levels oftaken at a European level as well as the many, many
taxation—actions that need to be taken at a national level,

whether that be in terms of benchmarking, whether Lord Marlesford: They are very small and
unimportant countries, with respect—well,that be in terms of peer review, whether that be

around the political impulse that I think is necessary relatively.
around an economic reform agenda which is very Lord Dubs: Oh no!
important. I also think there are opportunities to Lord Tomlinson: You have not said anything about
learn from the experience of other countries. As well French cuisine!
as my trip to Estonia and Latvia tomorrow, the
Chancellor was in Sweden last week with the Swedish

Q31 Lord Marlesford: Relative to France andFinance Minister discussing the sustainability of the
Germany.Swedish social model not from a position of criticism
Mr Alexander: I can assure you that as the Ministerbut from one of enduring respect. I think it is fair to
for Europe those are not views with which I wouldacknowledge that the provision of childcare in
concur. With respect, we do have lessons to learn,Nordic countries has been a source of real inspiration
even from some countries that may not haveto many of us within this Government as we have
equivalent populations to us. I say that not leastsought to put in place a national childcare strategy
because there is such a dominant conversation takingfor Britain. The fact that simultaneously with that
place in Scotland at the moment about the success oflevel of childcare there have been significant levels of
the “Celtic Tigers” and in that sense I think it wouldgrowth, rising levels of employment and also high
be a missed opportunity if we were to suggest thatlevels of R&D and outstanding local companies
somehow some countries were less important thanwithin the Nordic countries I think speaks to the
others in the discussions that we need to have. ThediYculty of conducting this debate on the basis of
idea that there would be one almost mechanisticcaricatures. I think there is a great deal that we can
model to which you work, either a European sociallearn from an earnest and serious conversation with
model or a European liberal model, is not an analysisour European partners.
with which I would concur. I do think there areChairman: I think you have just answered the
opportunities for all of us to learn lessons in terms ofquestion we were going to ask you about the Lisbon
how do you prevail economically in circumstances ofAgenda so maybe we could move to Lord Marlesford
profound global change. The nature of the changeon economic reform.
that is aVecting the European economy is as
profound in a constituency like mine as in central

Q30 Lord Marlesford: I listened with fascination to France or north Germany as anywhere else. All of
your aspirations on the social model but the fact is have us have a responsibility to reflect upon those
that surely what has happened in recent months has changes and to derive policy responses that allow our
sharpened perception of the diVerence between the citizens to enjoy not just higher standards of living
Anglo-Saxon economic model and the French social but also levels of social protection that many
economic model, the former being the Anglocist and Europeans wish to see in circumstances of
new members on the whole embracing it, and the globalisation. The other point I would make is that
latter for shorthand called the “Delors school” which where we come to that conversation from diVers
last week we were told by the Commission was “old widely. I think it would be fair to say in a
school”. If one wants to look—and you have talked communautaire fashion that many of us in Britain
about the social welfare provisions—we can all see continue to admire French infrastructure and the
that but the essential diVerences in economic terms French transport system. Equally, look at the levels
are much more concerned with things like high of German technical education which have been the
taxation, labour market inflexibilities and large envy of Europe for many, many years. I grew up as a
public sectors in both manufacturing and services. politician reading with admiration of German
This is something that the European Central Bank industrial banking. How sad is that? But that

nonetheless is the case. There are many lessons wehas been battling for a long time to get changes in the
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a very strong interest in what could be the job-can learn from other economies around Europe and
I think it would ill-serve the interests of our creating potential of a Services Directive that works

and we can find agreement with. I am not naivePresidency and Britain’s national interests if we were
to appear to enter this debate on the basis of a however that there have been serious political

reservations that have been expressed by othernational conceit. I think there are lessons that we can
learn, lessons that we can oVer, lessons that we can European partners in recent weeks and months in

relation to the terms of the original Balkensteinshare.
Directive and that is really the context in which the
discussions are now being taken forward. We believe

Q32 Lord Marlesford: In short, you are saying let it is right to make progress in the Services Directive.
each country continue on its own road and vive la We are having detailed discussions with partners in
diVerence? the Commission at the moment in terms of better
Mr Alexander: I think there are common challenges understanding exactly the aspects of the Balkenstein
which we face in terms of pressures of globalisation. Directive with which they had objected previously
I think the Prime Minister was right to recognise that and that is where our conversation has reached in this
all of us have a responsibility to recognise that simply Presidency.
taking forward the status quo, where often policy Chairman: Thank you very much. Foreign aVairs and
responses were developed in a diVerent time in the UN summit, Lord Hannay?
relation to diVerent circumstances, is not an adequate
response to the scale of changes that we are now

Q34 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Minister, the G8witnessing, but it is not for me at this stage, given
seems to have put in place some of the building blockswhere we are in the conversation, with the greatest of
that are necessary for a successful UN Summit inrespect, to give you chapter and verse of what each of
September but I wonder how you intend both as thethe 25 Member States of the European Union should
Presidency of the G8 and the Presidency of the EU todo to achieve labour market flexibility, the higher
take that forward, and in particular how you intendlevels of R&D expenditure and all the other elements
to fill out some of the areas that are not very fullyof the Lisbon Agenda which we continue to support,
covered at G8 meetings like non-proliferation andbut which does reflect a response that says there are
responsibility to protect and so on?common challenges but there are ways that
Mr Alexander: Firstly, let me say that we areindividual nations can take forward their action
encouraged by the progress that was made inplans in pursuit of them.
Gleneagles, principally—and I would say this as
Europe Minister, wouldn’t I—I took great pride in

Q33 Chairman: I think you have adopted a very wise the decision that was taken at the European level to
posture, if I may say so, Minister. I would like to eVectively double European aid from $14 billion to
spend the last 10 minutes on foreign aVairs, if I may, $80 billion by 2010, which I think contributed a great
but just before that could you very briefly tell us what deal to the benign atmosphere for discussions around
your expectations are of getting the Services aid that took place in Gleneagles at the weekend. I
Directive through. I know September is the date think there was real progress made in Gleneagles,
when most of the important discussions in the albeit we have always seen Gleneagles as being one of
European Parliament will take place. Are you fairly the staging posts this year, looking ahead, as you
confident that you can get an agreement? have identified in your question, to the Millennium II
Mr Alexander: As you can imagine, there are a lot of Summit in September and ultimately to the Hong
discussions underway at the moment both with Kong trade talks in December. As I have had the
Commissioner McCreevey and also with our opportunity to discuss in other circumstances, I have
partners across Europe. I think the first point to bear been encouraged by the extent to which a common
in mind—and this reflects some earlier conversation European voice has been found, principally on
about the motivations behind the French vote—is it climate change and on Africa, the two priorities we
is not something hostile to the European ideal to have identified, and we would be keen to ensure that
support a Services Directive given in terms of the we continue to work eVectively and collaboratively to
Treaty of Rome. Goods and services were essential have an ambitious and successful Millennium II
elements and if we are to succeed in wishing to take Summit. Broadly there is a consensus across Europe
forward the Single Market then one of the areas that in support of not just the High-Level Panel of which
we do need to look at is services. It is also right to we were a part but also the successive document by
acknowledge that given the development of the Kofi Annan, and in that sense I think there are
British economy over the last 20 years we have a grounds for optimism that we will work eVectively

together to deliver a very strong voice within thestrong national interest in seeing progress in relation
to services. However we also want to see progress in Millennium Summit. More generally in terms of

progress we want to see, we want to see furthertackling 20 million unemployed Europeans. We have
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Mr Alexander: I can assure you that we are veryprogress in terms of trade. One of the areas that also
concerned in terms of the 3,500 proposed housingemerges out of Gleneagles is the G8 Plus Five process
units within the settlements which have beenthat we are keen to see taken forward, not least
tendered for. It has been the long-standing positiongiven the significance of the emerging economies
of the British Government to make it very clear to thecontributing to climate change in the years ahead.
Israeli Government our objection to the expansionChairman: We have six minutes left. I am going to ask
and, exactly as you described, the diYculties thatLord Bowness and Lord Wright to ask a question.
causes in terms of the ultimate objective of the
Roadmap process. I do think, however, there is no

Q35 Lord Bowness: Minister, on the European quick or easy solution to what would be hard-headed
Neighbourhood policy and the Middle East peace and diYcult discussions that we will continue to have
process, can you briefly tell the Committee what with the Israeli Government, making the point not
impact you think that Neighbourhood Policy has on just on behalf of the British Government but also on
the peace process and how you envisage the behalf of the European Union more generally that we

recognise the risks of the West Bank being divided. IPresidency using it to build better relationships in the
had already made very clear our objections to theMiddle East?
legal basis for the wall going up, or the barrier as it isMr Alexander: The action plans are now being
described, and I can assure you that we will continueimplemented at this stage using the structures of the
to raise those concerns in the course of our business.Euromed Association Agreements. What we plan to

do now is to monitor the implementation in terms of
both Israel and the Palestinian Authority Action Q37 Lord Wright of Richmond: Have you got the
Plans through the Association Council and EU support of our American friends in pursuing this?
political dialogue meeting with the Palestinian Mr Alexander: I speak today for the British
Authority, both of which are due to take place this Government not for the American Government (he
coming year. I suppose the other point was more a says with some relief) but I can assure you that this is
political point and a commonsensical one to say the a matter, not least given the Quartet, which we
issue of disengagement from Gaza is going to be discuss regularly with our European and American
absolutely key in the weeks and months ahead during partners, and it is a matter which we will continue to
our Presidency, and in that sense you have to discuss very closely with our American partners.
understand the Neighbourhood Policy in the broader Lord Wright of Richmond: My Lord Chairman, have
context of European Union seeking through the we got time to ask quickly a question about Iran?
Quartet to support a successful process of Chairman: Let us see if we might be able to but,

anyway, Lord Harrison first.withdrawal. We have been encouraged, frankly, by
the work that Jim Wolfensohn is doing and we are
keen to build on that eVective relationship between Q38 Lord Harrison: Minister, in acknowledging the
the European Union and other international partners importance of the European Parliament, the Prime
on the process of withdrawal, but I think it would be Minister gave a very important speech there recently.
fair to acknowledge that the Neighbourhood Policy From today’s Times we learn that there is going to be
is part of a wider approach to the Middle East, as a veritable army of senior ministers from the
your question acknowledged, which says that the key Government going to the European Parliament
step in terms of moving the process forward as we during the British Presidency. Do you share with me
ultimately aim to get the Roadmap on track is the the idea that the level of British representation to the
process of disengagement that will come up in the European Parliament ought to be of the same calibre
months ahead. after the British Presidency as will be the case for the

forthcoming six months so that the great deal of
common sense that we have heard from you today

Q36 Lord Wright of Richmond: Minister, related to can indeed be promulgated throughout the European
that I absolutely agree that the withdrawal from Union as we meet those very challenges that you have
Gaza was an extremely bold step from Mr Sharon, outlined for us?
but while he is trying to withdraw people from Gaza Mr Alexander: I am very grateful indeed for your
there is a continued build-up of Israeli settlements in gracious and kind words. I am not sure my colleagues
the West Bank. The Israeli Ministry of Housing would be as grateful if I were to give an undertaking
issued tenders just two weeks ago for 700 more that they would, to a man or a woman, attend the
buildings in settlements east of Jerusalem. What are European Parliament with quite the regularity in the
we going to do as members of the Quartet for the next following six months that they will in the coming six
few months to stop this build-up which is making a months. Clearly there are specific obligations that we
viable and contiguous Palestinian State daily less and have as a Presidency. I was in Strasbourg last week

answering questions on behalf of the Presidencyless credible?
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working hard. This is actually the only day I am inand reading debates in the Parliaments, and there
are certain functions which are inevitably and London this week. We are working hard literally by

the day to make sure that we are communicatingappropriately distinctive to holding the Presidency,
but I think your general point is a very well taken one, the messages of our ambitions for the Presidency to

our European partners both through Europeanwhich is one of the lessons of successful Presidencies
in the past has been a strong engagement with the institutions and directly to the capitals of other

European countries.European Parliament not simply following or during
the Presidency but actually before the Presidency. I Chairman: Minister, it is just coming up to time. We

wanted to ask you a quick question about Iran andthink we have very strong arguments to deploy and
we will continue to deploy them both during the the new situation there but we have to let you go.

That and one or two other questions which we wouldPresidency and following the Presidency. I have to
say I think in that regard we have got oV to, if I may have come to had we had time we would like to send

to you to get written answers. In the meantime, Isay so, a pretty strong start. We had very good
meetings here in London with the European would like to thank you very, very warmly for your

constructive and excellent presentation. It really hasCommission. We had the key groups of the European
Parliament over before the start of our Presidency for been very much appreciated and we look forward to

seeing you here on future occasions. Thank you verywhat was an extremely constructive and useful
engagement. We had members of the Brussels press much indeed and thanks also to Mr Barrow and

Mr Frost.corps over as well. I can assure you that we are

Supplementary memorandum from the Minister for Europe

I was glad to be able to present evidence to the Lords EU Select Committee on 11 July and hope that the
Committee found the session useful.

As we were not able to cover the full range of questions that the Committee had prepared, I enclose written
answers covering the issues that we did not have the opportunity to discuss. These answers reflect progress
over the recess as well as the outcome of the Informal Summit.

3 November 2005

What kind of debate about Europe is the UK Presidency hoping to engage in? Is it about economic reform? the budget?
social models? democracy? or several of these? What is the Presidency hoping to achieve from such a debate? Are specific
outcomes sought or would the very fact of genuinely engaging others in such a discussion be an appropriate end in itself?
How will that debate be organised within the UK?

Heads of State and Government met at Hampton Court on 27 October to set a clear direction on how Europe
responds to the challenge of globalisation. They reached broad agreement on the right direction for Europe’s
economic and social policy for the future. This is the direction outlined in the European Commission’s paper
“European values in the globalised world”. The Prime Minister’s written statement placed before Parliament
on 31 October confirmed that EU leaders agreed further work in some key areas including Research and
Development; Universities; Addressing the demographic challenge; and Energy. The UK Presidency, working
closely with the incoming Austrian Presidency and the Commission will decide how to take work forward in
these areas. EU Leaders also agreed that the Commission would look at further work on illegal immigration,
crime and security. In these areas, there would be an interim report to the December European Council and
final reports during the Austrian Presidency in 2006. The High Representative for the CFSP and Secretary-
General of the Council of the EU would work with the Presidency to take forward work on the CFSP aspects
of defence and security.

Moreover, a wider debate is necessary. The UK Presidency is working to establish the common ground
between all 25 Member States and the European institutions. The debate is about reconnecting people to
Europe by ensuring the EU talks about what is on their minds and addresses their concerns.

The principles and framework for the broader debate need to be distinctively European in character. They
need to allow for national and EU level action involving all Community actors—including Member States,
the Commission and the European Parliament. In the UK, the Government is committed to engaging and
informing the UK public on the future of Europe and has plans to develop a website, publications and contacts
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with stakeholders, all of which will enable people to feedback views. The Government’s Presidency
communications strategy focuses on the practical ways in which the EU seeks to address the problems the
public care about, like the environment, organised crime and international development.

How could the recent road maps for the EU-Russia Four Common Spaces be strengthened in order to promote
democracy within Russia more forcefully?

The Four Common Spaces road maps were agreed at the EU-Russia Summit on 10 May. It is not possible
now to re-open the agreement. The agreed texts contain many references to common values—including respect
for democracy, the rule of law, human rights and fundamental freedoms including free and independent
media—which form the basis of the EU-Russia relationship.

During our Presidency of the EU we have ensured that the Four Common Spaces are implemented in a way
that ensures that these values are fully taken into account. We held the second round of EU-Russia Human
Rights Consultations on 8 September in Brussels. Discussions focused on human rights abuses in Chechnya,
media freedom, judicial reform and international human rights concerns. During the EU-Russia summit on
4 October the Prime Minister and European Union Commission President Barroso discussed the situation in
the North Caucasus at some length with President Putin, including their human rights concerns. The EU
underlined the need for human rights to be safeguarded in the fight against terrorism. There was also
agreement that the upcoming Chechen parliamentary elections were an opportunity to move things in the right
direction.

What is the Government’s position on the proposed lifting of the arms embargo to China given the current situation in
Taiwan, and what impact would the proposed revision of the Code of Conduct on arms exports have?

The UK supports the ongoing review of the embargo but, as my Rt Hon Friend the Foreign Secretary has said
before, the political environment surrounding the lifting of the embargo has become more diYcult since the
passing of the anti-secession law aimed at Taiwan in March. It has also become clear that more needs to be
done to consult other partners. The UK supports the EU’s decision to take forward dialogue with the US and
Japan on East Asia.

The revision of the Code of Conduct is not linked to a decision on the China Arms Embargo. The revised Code
will govern EU arms exports worldwide. The UK has been working with partners to strengthen the Code to
provide a more eVective, transparent mechanism for monitoring and controlling future exports. This is
important in its own right.

The White Paper on the UK Presidency lists a lot of continuing work in the AFSJ (Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice). What are the main differences between HMG’s position on JHA matters and those of other Member States?
What are the Presidency’s main priorities against which it will judge the success of its Presidency in this area? Has the
Presidency any initiatives of its own up its sleeve? Now that asylum and immigration measures are subject to qualified
majority voting do you expect an acceleration of activity in this area? Will the UK’s opt-out complicate its
Presidency role?

The UK is fully committed to the JHA agenda which has been agreed with other Member States and is
reflected in the Hague Programme of 2004, and the Hague Action Plan of 2005. Following the terrorist attacks
on London, the UK called an extraordinary JHA Council on 13 July, which reaYrmed all Member States’
intentions to step up implementation of the EU’s Counter Terrorism Action Plan and to co-operate more
closely to tackle international challenges. As Presidency, our priorities are to: reduce the terrorist threat; tackle
serious and organised crime, in particular human traYcking; manage migration and strengthen the EU’s
borders; improve access to justice; and develop co-operation on these issues with countries outside the EU.

As far as asylum and immigration measures are concerned, future activity will be driven not by the move to
qualified majority voting, but by the need to maximise the eVectiveness of EU co-operation. Common asylum
measures are now in place which create a level playing field in the EU, and allow the UK to return around 150
asylum seekers per month to other Member States where their claims should be assessed. The European
Borders Agency, Frontex, started operating under our Presidency and will co-ordinate two operations at the
EU’s external frontiers by the end of the year. The EU will work increasingly closely with third countries to
improve arrangements for the return of illegal immigrants. As discussed at the Hampton Court Summit,
leaders agree that the EU must work increasingly closely with third countries to build their capacity for
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migration management and to improve arrangements for the return of illegal immigrants. This is a focus of
activity for the UK Presidency.

The UK opt-in to asylum and immigration will have no bearing on our Presidency role.

The White Paper states that “Africa is a top priority on the EU agenda”. What concrete proposals might the “new
long-term strategy for EU-frica relations” contain and will the EU reach any firm commitments on Africa at the
December European Council?

As Presidency we remain committed to reaching agreement at the December European Council on a new long-
term partnership between the EU and Africa, based on core principles of partnership, equality and mutual
accountability. The European Commission, in consultation with African stakeholders, has produced a
Communication on the EU and Africa. We welcome this Communication, which will form a core element of
our final strategy in December, along with work by Javier Solana, High Representative for the Common
Foreign and Security Policy, on peace and security issues and contributions from the high level working group
on Migration. The Foreign Secretary has called for action in particular on peace and security, governance,
growth and investment in people. Discussions continue with partners on the details of these issues on which
we hope to agree firm commitments by December. The EU has already agreed this year to double its aid to
poor countries over the next five years, with half of the additional resources to be earmarked for Africa.

What dialogue is the UK Presidency to have with China and India on climate change?

The UK ensured climate change was high on the agenda for the EU Summits with both China and India in
September. With India, we launched an EU/India Initiative on Climate and Clean Development, with the aim
of enhancing practical co-operation on low carbon technologies. With China, we launched the EU-China
Partnership on climate change.

Both agreements will deliver concrete practical action to develop cleaner technologies, as well as high level
dialogue. They will promote co-operation on sustainable energy production and consumption, renewable
energies and research on climate change impacts and adaptation to the impacts of climate change.

The EU-China Partnership includes a project to develop and demonstrate near Zero-Emissions Coal
technology using Carbon Capture and Storage in China before 2020. The partnership demonstrates the EU’s
commitment to deployment of climate-related technologies as well as providing a significant opportunity for
EU industry. This kind of technological co-operation is essential in tackling climate change, given China’s
huge coal reserves and growing energy needs.

At both the EU-China and the EU-India Summits we underlined our commitment to the objectives and
principles of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol. As Presidency, the
UK will speak for the EU at the upcoming UN Climate Change Conference in Montreal in December. The
EU hopes that meeting will agree to start negotiations on further international action to tackle climate change
after 2012. We will be looking to engage constructively with India and China in Montreal and the co-operation
launched during our EU Presidency will have the eVect of strengthening momentum for these discussions.

The UK and Luxembourg agreed an annual operating programme for 2005. Although in this case in particular it has
been necessary for priorities to be adapted in response to events, will such joined up thinking across Presidencies continue
into 2006?

The Multi-Annual Strategic Programme 2004–06 sets out the European Union’s long-term agenda for the
period 2004–06. This was the first document of its kind, but marks a more strategic approach to policy making
in the Union. The annual programmes (including the UK-Luxembourg annual programme) focus in more
detail on the Union’s agenda for each year. Ours was not the first (the Irish and Dutch produced one before
us) and they will indeed continue after our Presidency. The Austrians and Finns will produce their annual
programme for 2006 in December 2005. We welcome this long-term, strategic approach.
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What progress is the UK Presidency planning to make on the post FSAP agenda?

The UK strongly supports the approach outlined by Commissioner McCreevy in his Green Paper on financial
services policy with its focus on implementation and enforcement, its respect for the principles of better
regulation and its focus on developing the global competitiveness of Europe’s financial services industry. We
are working hard to take this agenda forward and are pleased with recent developments, particularly the
agreement on the Capital Requirements Directive, which is an excellent example of Europe adopting global
standards.

Among the points identified by the European Council as a priority during the second half of the year is the draft Directive
on the retention of telecommunications data. We looked at the proposal last year and identified a number of flaws in it.
We also asked for a Regulatory Impact Assessment, which has still not been forthcoming nearly a year later. How
realistic is it to secure agreement on this dossier by the end of the Presidency?

This is a diYcult but important dossier. Communications data provide a vital investigative tool that can reveal
associations and events by time and location. It has proven benefits in terms of helping secure successful
convictions. The October JHA Council agreed that work should continue to secure agreement on an EU data
retention measure before the end of the year, and the UK Presidency is taking forward work on its substance
and legal base, in consultation with Member States, the Commission and European Parliament.

The Government believes that the retention of specific communications data for a fixed period is a
proportionate reaction to the threat of terrorism and that the associated costs are not excessive. A copy of the
Regulatory Impact Assessment has been made available to the committee by the Home Secretary.

Given that the ratification process on the draft Constitutional Treaty has been delayed, are there any plans to press
ahead with the proposed External Action Service; and, if so, how might this be done under the current treaties?

The future of preparatory work on the European External Action Service is clearly tied up with the future of
the Constitutional Treaty. Now is a time for reflection, as called for by the European Council. Our view is that
one cannot create a EEAS as envisaged in the Treaty without either the Constitutional Treaty or change to
the current Treaties.

I do not therefore anticipate there being any decisions, or even Ministerial discussion, on the EEAS under our
Presidency. But we will continue to listen to partners’ views.

What funding has been pledged by the EU in support of the constitutional process in Iraq, and how have funds been spent
to date?

To date, the EU has provided assistance amounting to over ƒ300 million from the Commission budget to Iraq.
This total includes the ƒ100 million committed for humanitarian activities in 2003, as well as the ƒ200 million
pledged in Madrid for reconstruction in 2003–04.

At the 21 February 2005 GAERC, EU Foreign Ministers agreed a new aid package of ƒ200 million for 2005
(which includes the funding for Constitutional Assistance): ƒ130 million was allocated for the Iraqi Trust
Funds; ƒ15 million for Commission work on energy and trade/investment; ƒ10 million for democracy,
governance, human rights and civil society; and a ƒ45 million reserve (to be spent according to changing
priorities). At the 22 June International Conference the Commission (Ferrero-Waldner) announced that it
would allocate ƒ20 million to the constitutional process (ƒ15 million from the reserve).
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